Abstract: Based on the principle of the fiber Bragg grating, a new type of fiber-optic pressure sensor for axial force measurement of transformer winding is designed, which is designed with the structure of bending plate beam, the optimization of the packaging process, and material of the sensor. Through the calibration experiment to calibrate the sensor, the field test results of the Taikai transformer factory show that the sensitivity of the sensor is 0.133 pm/kPa and the repeatability error is 2.7% FS. The data of the fiber-optic pressure sensor in different positions maintain consistent and repeatable, which can meet the requirement of the real-time monitoring of the axial force of transformer winding.
Introduction
It is important to detect the mechanical condition and the change trend of the transformer winding. When the transformer short-circuit occurs, due to the generated leakage magnetic field, the winding will produce a greater force. The axial electro-dynamic force is generated internally to the winding by the radial component of the leakage magnetic flux. It can make the coil outward expansion, even causing the winding deformation fault [1, 2] . Nowadays, the major detection methods for the winding condition include the short-circuit impedance method and the frequency response analysis (FRA) method. These two methods require high precision and anti-interference, so the systems are more complex. If the performances are not good enough, the monitoring results will produce a greater error. The optical fiber technology has many advantages, such as anti-interference ability, high precision, good repeatability, and simple installation, especially for the transformer winding dynamic axial force on-line monitoring [3] . At present, there are many domestic and international studies on the pressure sensitizing structure, packaging materials and technology, and temperature compensation methods of pressure sensors based on fiber Bragg grating (FBG) [4, 5] . The common FBG-based pressure sensor can be divided into the polymer encapsulation, planar diaphragm packaging, and other different sensitization structures according to different package types and structures [6] . For general polymer packaging, the temperature and pressure cross sensitivity is not suitable for high temperature measurement although the pressure is sensitive. For the planar diaphragm packaging, the small changes in the diaphragm easily lead to uneven pressure to generated signal distortion. In addition, in order to meet the requirements of dynamic measurement, the dynamic response of the winding is required to satisfy the requirements of the instantaneous strain recovery of the packaging structure and material [7] . In this paper, according to the characteristic of winding axial force, a new type of FBG-based pressure sensor based on the bending beam sensitivity structure is designed, and the reference fiber grating method effectively solves the problem of temperature cross sensitivity, and the experiment and field test are carried out. 
Fiber-optic sensoring principles
where B  is the central wavelength of the reflected light, eff n is the effective refractive index, and Λ is the pitch.
The wavelength will change by the temperature and strain. The FBG based on the co-production of temperature and strain can be expressed as
where   is the change in wavelength, e P is the photo elastic coefficient, E is the axial force, T  is the temperature change,  is the thermal expansion coefficient of optical fiber, and  is the thermo-optical coefficient of optical fiber.
In order to solve the influence of temperature on the pressure measurement, the reference grating method is used to eliminate the temperature effect, so the strain can be expressed as
where 1 B  is the wavelength of FBG1, 2
B
 is the wavelength of FBG2, and K  is the pressure sensitivity coefficient. According to (3), the pressure can be obtained without the influence of temperature.
Sensitivity structure design principle
There are beam, spoke, column, pressure ring, and other structures of pressure sensors with its elastomerric structures. Each has its own characteristics and advantages and is applied in different occasions. In this paper, we use the bending plate structure to make up the fiber-optic pressure sensor [9, 10] . In Fig. 1 , the distributed load can be decomposed into a set of 2N+1 smaller concentrated forces W(xi) as follows:
In order to achieve better dynamic sensitivity, we should get the maximum deflection of sensor beam, and the calculation formula is given as
where E is the elastic modulus of beam, l is the distance of pressure from the fulcrum, b is the beam width, h is the beam height, and x is the left fulcrum distance. According to (5) and (6), when /2 i x l  , the deflection has the maximum value which is in the middle of the beam, and the formula is given as follows:
In the case of other conditions unchanged, the maximum deflection f in the middle of the beam approaches the force W. The sensitivity K is expressed as follows:
The sensor is designed by this structure of square bending plate beam. Three-dimensional stress simulation of the sensor is shown in Fig. 1 . According to the analysis, when a load is applied to the upper part of the sensor, the sensor pressures are concentrated on the middle of the bow. The pressure FBG is fixed in it. Further optimization of the design of its structure is to make the wavelength change of the FBG sensor in full-scale greater than 1 nm.
Sensor package and sensoring system

Sensor package
The fiber-optic pressure sensor is used to monitor the transformer winding axial force, because the material of the sensor has good insulation, mechanical property, and high temperature resistance. We select polyether ether Ketone (PEEK) special engineering plastics as sensor's substrate material. PEEK resin has advantages of large rigidity, better dimensional stability, and very small linear expansion coefficient, and it is close to the metal aluminum material which can be used at 250 ℃ for a long period. The fiber-optic pressure sensor is shown in Fig. 2. (a) (b) Fig. 2 Structure drawing and photo of the fiber-optic pressure sensor: (a) fiber-optic pressure sensor for package and (b) photograph of the fiber-optic pressure sensor.
In Fig. 2(a) , it shows that there are two FBGs, namely the pressured FBG1 and the referenced FBG2, which are enclosed in the groove. The FBG1, which measures the axial pressure, is located in the arcuate groove which is in the center of the sensor and is pasted on the bottom of the groove by glue. The FBG2, which measures the temperature, is in a non-stressed state. When the upper plane or the lower plane of the fiber-optic pressure sensor is in force, the arcuate groove is subjected to force, which can cause the change in the wavelength of the FBG1.
So the pressure which eliminates temperature effect can be given by FBG1 and FBG2.
Sensoring calibration and test experiment
Light is emitted by the laser in the FBG demodulator via coupler and fiber to the fiber-optic pressure sensor and then is reflected by the FBG in the sensor, and then, via optical fiber, coupler to demodulation module which converts the optical signal to electrical signal [11, 12] . The demodulator performance indicators are: demodulation wavelength range: 1 522 nm-1 567 nm, wavelength resolution: 0.1 pm, and data sampling frequency: 8 kHz. The relationship between the change in FBG wavelength, and the applied load can be obtained by applying different loads to the fiber-optic pressure sensor. To establish the calibration platform of FBG pressure sensor, the platform picture is shown in Fig. 3 . The equipment is constituted of manual pressure pump, jack, structure platform, and high-precision pressure sensor (US transcell DBSL-XS-10T, its range is 0 T-10 T, accuracy: 0.05% FS).
When the pressure sensor is calibrating, a high precision pressure sensor is installed in the middle of the jack. The load points corresponding to 0 MPa, 2 MPa, 4 MPa, 6 MPa, 8 MPa, 10 MPa, 12 MPa, and 14 MPa are pressured by the manual hydraulic pump. The sensor wavelength value and the pressure value of the high precision pressure sensor are recorded, and the corresponding relationship model is established as shown in Fig. 4 . We add the temperature disturbance in this experiment, and the wavelength shift caused by the temperature change of the reference grating FBG2 is eliminated on the pressure grating FBG1 data. 
Field test and result in transformer winding
Sensor installation
The winding axial force field test is carried out by installing the fiber-optic pressure sensor inside the transformer winding in Taikai transformer factory. Two fiber-optic pressure sensors are respectively installed on the upper and the lower pressing plates of the transformer winding. The position of the lower sensor is corresponding to the upper sensor, and the other sensor is installed in the middle part. The installation diagram is shown in Fig. 5 . When installing, the appropriate insulation gasket is selected for the pressure sensor to install.
The sensor is connected to the external optical fiber cable with the transformer transfixion device. The bottom of the transfixion sealed chamber is opened some holes, and the external fiber cable is connected to the demodulator with the metal hose (no more than 6 km). The fiber-optic dynamic pressure sensors are placed in the insulation gasket. Figure 6 shows the fiber-optic pressure sensor installation location and transfixion device. Figure 7 shows the field pressure test system of transformer winding. Figure 8 shows that each 5 MPa is used as a test point, and a total of 5 test points are obtained. The data curve shows that the data of the fiber optic pressure sensors installed in the upper, middle and lower parts are the same basically. When the maximum pressure is applied, the error of the three sensors is larger. Fig. 8 Field test curve of fiber-optic pressure sensor. Table 1 shows the data of positive (order from small to large) and negative (order from large to small) stroke calibrations of the sensor. So that the repeatability error can be calculated as 3 100%
Results analysis
where S is the standard deviation of the sensors, and F S y  is the full scale output value for the pressure sensor. According the calculation, the repeatability error is 2.7% S  . The dynamic measurement of the pressure sensor is carried out in order to investigate the dynamic sensing ability. The force rate can be changed by the pressure testing machine, and the sensor detection results are shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the sensing sensitivity and linearity of the sensor are not affected by different control rates. 
Conclusions
According to the measurement of axial pressure of transformer winding, a new kind of FBG-based axial pressure sensor based on the design of bending plate beam is designed. The sensitivity of the sensor is 0.133 pm/kPa, and the repeatability error is 2.7% FS. The transformer winding field experiment shows that the installation of the FBG-based pressure sensor is more convenient and anti-interference, and the field data of the sensor in different positions are basically consistent and repeatable, which can meet the need of the measurement of the axial pressure of the winding. In the future, the packaging materials of the FBG-based pressure sensor can be optimized to reduce the anisotropy affection between the winding insulation gasket and the sensor material. To measure a large amount of data to establish the analysis model of transformer winding axial force in different positions, further simulation analysis is carried out to provide a reliable data model for the pressure monitoring of the transformer winding in operation.
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